
                                                                                                                           

                                   

 

What does “cybersecurity outcome” actually mean? 

Nobody has clearly defined this term. Not even Matthew Barrett at NIST 

 

With the new update of NIST’s Cybersecurity Framework almost upon us, the Unified Compliance team have undertaken 

mapping the document. One of the very first terms within the updated glossary references “Cybersecurity outcomes”. And 

yet, Cybersecurity outcomes has no formal glossary entry. The closest it comes is stating that the content in the Category 

and Subcategory columns are the Cybersecurity outcomesi.” And if you read the document, you’ll see that the contents in 

the Categories and Subcategories are not written as Mandates “do this, don’t do that”. They are written as outcomes – 

“Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried”. If the document simply stated the outcomes, we’d 

all be fine. But it didn’t. It later adds that there are tiers of implementation involved as well. Four tiers in all, with 

measurements of each tier’s process, integration with the risk management program, and external participation. 

So now, if we are to extend this notion of “cybersecurity outcome” to involve the tiers, the mandate to inventory physical 

devices and systems would look like these potential outcomes (for brevity, we will list two of the four tiers): 

Tier 1 Partial 

Risk Management Process: Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried on an ad hoc, sometimes 

reactive basis. 

Integrated Risk Management Program: There is limited awareness at the organization level that Physical devices and 

systems within the organization should be inventoried. There are no defined processes to ensure that Physical devices and 

systems within the organization are inventoried. 

External Participation: The organization does not understand its role in the larger ecosystem with respect to its dependencies 

and dependents when ensuring Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried. It does not collaborate 

with or receive information from other entities, nor does it share information when Physical devices and systems within the 

organization are inventoried. 

Tier 2 Risk Informed 

Risk Management Process: Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried using a system approved 

by management but not established as an organization-wide policy. Prioritization of the need for Physical devices and 

systems within the organization to be inventoried is directly informed by organizational risk objectives, the 

threat environment, or business/mission requirements. 



                                                                                                                           

Integrated Risk Management Program: There is awareness at the organization level that Physical devices and systems 

within the organization should be inventoried. There is no organization-wide approach to ensure that Physical devices and 

systems within the organization are inventoried. How Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried 

is shared within the organization on an informal basis. Cyber risk assessment of Physical devices and systems within the 

organization being inventoried occurs, but is not typically repeatable or reoccurring. 

External Participation: The organization understands its role in the larger ecosystem with respect to its dependencies or 

dependents but not both when ensuring Physical devices and systems within the organization are inventoried. It 

collaborates with and receives some information from other entities, but may not share information when Physical devices 

and systems within the organization are inventoried. 

This leaves us with a definitional problem 

The problem we now have is this. Are cybersecurity outcomes synonymous with the Categories and Subcategories, or are 

they synonymous with the tiered implementation or level of effectiveness of the Categories and Subcategories? 

Stated another way, does an organization answer yes/no/na to the question “does the organization inventory physical 

devices”? Or do they answer according to their implementation tier for risk management processes, risk management 

program, and external participation for each category and subcategory? This means that the Cybersecurity outcome for 

that first question (only focusing on a subset of potential tiered outcomes) becomes this set of questions: 

What level of awareness is there that physical devices should be inventoried? none/limited/full 

Are there defined processes to inventory physical devices? processes but not procedures/documented 

procedures/documented procedures that are risk informed and reviewed/documented procedures that are adapted from 

lessons learned 

etc. 

What do others think it means? 

Cindy Fornelli, a major influencer for Cybersecurity within LinkedIn, calls out the need for better “Cybersecurity 

outcomes” in her article Principles for Better Cybersecurity Outcomesii. However, she doesn’t define them. The 

closest she gets is the reference “doing less and hoping that nothing bad happens”. Not helpful. Neither doing 

less nor hoping nothing bad happens was mentioned in the NIST Categories and Subcategories. 

David Wennergren, a writer for Federal Week Technology, wrote an article entitled Valuing cybersecurity 

outcomes instead of oversightiii. The closest he gets is “measurable outcomes that ensure mission results”. 

Tim Layton, Chief Intelligence officer for SurfWatch Labs wrote an article for Security Week entitled Changing 

Cybersecurity Outcomes with Intelligenceiv. The only mention of a Cybersecurity outcome is the title. Everything 

else is about machine learning and how great it is. Little help there. And there are about 400 articles like this that 

use the term, but don’t even mention the term in the article. Sorry to pick on your Tim. 



                                                                                                                           

Wikipedia states in their entry for the NIST CSFv that the NIST CSF “defines a number of subcategories of 

cybersecurity outcomes and security controls, with 98 subcategories in all”. The entry has a further definition for 

security controls, but no definition for security outcome. And what they point to for security outcomes are the 

contents in the NST CSF for Category and Subcategory – basically the whole control list. Which leaves nothing in 

the list for Cybersecurity outcomes. 

Robert Smith, Systemwide IT Policy Director for the University of California wrote a presentation The NIST 

Cybersecurity Framework (CSF); Unlocking CSF – An Educational Sessionvi. In it, he states that the outcomes are a 

cross reference between the Controls and the implementation tier. As an example, “DE.CM-4: Malicious code is 

detected” is a control and its implementation level could be that it is “formally approved and expressed as a 

policy.” (Tier 2). So according to this model, if the Control is to be able to detect malicious code, the Cybersecurity 

outcome for the organization could be that they have a “formally approved and expressed policy to detect 

malicious code.” 

David Leigh, in his blog Defcon Cyber, What’s in YOUR Profile? vii suggests that the tiers are separate from the 

Cybersecurity outcomes, they exist to “provide an outcome effectiveness value”. Like Tim’s article, there are about 

a hundred or so other articles like this that have the same loose tie in between the categories and each 

organization’s audited implementation. 

What does NIST say in ancillary documents? 

In their Cybersecurity Framework FAQs Framework Componentsviii NIST states that cybersecurity outcomes are “based on 

business needs that an organization has selected from the Framework Categories and Subcategories”. So this looks, at face 

value, like it contradicts Wikipedia by stating that the outcomes are the Categories and Subcategories. Or as Wikipedia 

lists them, the Controls. But that’s at face value. You could also read into this that the Cybersecurity outcomes are the 

actual tiered implementations because if you add a business need to the definition, maybe the business need would only 

be for simple documentation (and not adaptive risk-based documentation), no sharing, but lots of monitoring. In other 

words, adaption for each and every Category and Subcategory from tier 1 to 4. 

So far what have we learned? 

So far, the closest we’ve gotten to a workable definition is the one we built from Robert Smith’s presentation, coupled with 

David Wennergren’s statement that a Cybersecurity outcome should be measureable, and what NIST added in an ancillary 

document that an outcome should be tied to a business need. So far, the vote from the two writers and the NIST 

document is to conjoin Categories and Subcategories with their outcome effectiveness values. 

So we are left with a strict interpretation: A Cybersecurity outcome is one of the outcomes listed in either the Categories or 

Subcategories section of Table 2 in the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. 

Or an inferred interpretation:  A Cybersecurity outcome is the business need defined, tiered implementation of the 

outcomes listed in either the Categories or Subcategories section of Table 2 in the NIST Cybersecurity Framework. 



                                                                                                                           

What do you say? 

Here’s why we wrote this paper. We don’t know. We want to hear from you. 

To take the survey, click HERE 

i “Categories are the subdivisions of a Function into groups of cybersecurity outcomes closely tied to 
programmatic needs and particular activities.” Line 302 and 303 of version 1.1 Draft 2. 
ii https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/principles-better-cybersecurity-outcomes-cindy-fornelli/ 
iii https://fcw.com/articles/2015/06/15/comment-wennergren.aspx 
iv http://www.securityweek.com/changing-cybersecurity-outcomes-intelligence 
v https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/NIST_Cybersecurity_Framework 
vi http://www.ucop.edu/ethics-compliance-audit-services/_files/webinars/5-5-16-nist-cyber-security/nist-
cyber-security.pdf 
vii https://rofori.wordpress.com/tag/nist-cybersecurity-framework/ 
viii https://www.nist.gov/cyberframework/cybersecurity-framework-faqs-framework-components 

                                                 

http://www.ucfmapper.com/cybersecurity-outcome-definition-survey/

